Delphi is a British chair that is globally recognised due to its timeless design. Now in its 25th year Delphi has truly earned its name as the definitive boardroom chair. Delphi is a demonstration of our commitment to consult with the people who are leaders in their respective fields to ensure our designs meet the highest expectations in every detail.
Delphi has established itself as a ‘status’ chair with unsurpassed levels of comfort and ergonomic support to mitigate postural fatigue and accommodate freedom of movement.

These attributes are a function of the construction quality of the seat and back shell, a sprung steel frame and the use of interwoven Pirelli webbing to further enhance the seat suspension.

The Delphi range may be complemented by the Delphi task chair. Available with or without arms the chair is designed to provide exceptional comfort due to the 70mm adjustable back height and sprung seat platform.
The ultimate boardroom chair. Stylish, ergonomic, cosmopolitan. Delphi is a chair with international appeal. It has become a metaphor for the successful enterprise.
A true reflection of the Boss ethos, Delphi achieves the highest comfort levels and build quality. This is complemented by aesthetic detailing, elegant forms and sumptuous finish to give this chair its distinctive cosmopolitan style.
The sophisticated style of the Delphi collection has made it a popular choice for luxury hotel settings. This image shows the Delphi high back swivel chair in the boardroom of the Sofitel London Heathrow.
The Delphi low back stacker at the Sofitel London Heathrow.
G8 Summit 2005
In 2005, for the second time, Boss supplied the seating used by the world leaders at the G8 summit held at Gleneagles, Scotland.

On Television
A classic that has stood the test of time, Delphi has featured in a variety of British TV news, current affairs and talk shows since the early eighties.

Options
Delphi comes with a chrome frame in three options: swivel, visitor and as a stackable cantilever. It is also available as both a high-back and a low-back.

The Delphi high-back and low-back swivel is available with arms and polished aluminium base and optional knee tilt action.

The Delphi high-back and low-back visitor is available with arms as an option.

The Delphi low-back stacker is available with arms as an option which are either upholstered or PU.

The Delphi task chair can be upholstered in a wide range of fabric and leathers.